
Discover, Live and Share
the Power of Dance

Dancing
Opens Doors



Why Dance?
Dance is one of the most powerful, yet 
underutilized tools across all spectrums of 
society. A diverse and moving art form, it is also a 
universal activity that improves health and quality 
of life, and helps us express ourselves, tell stories 
and share culture through movement. Dancing 
opens doors – not just to any opportunity, but 
to every opportunity: to learning and leadership, 
well-being and connection, and to remarkable 
creativity that inspires generations. 

At Canada’s National Ballet School (NBS), we 
believe in making the opportunities of dance more 
accessible and inclusive for people of all ages, 
abilities and aspirations. Over more than six 
decades, NBS has leveraged our world-renowned 
expertise in dance education to do just that – but 
there is more we can do together, and this is the 
time to do it. 

Why Now?
Advances in NBS’ digital technology resources, 
honed and developed for more than a decade, have 
unlocked new opportunities to make high quality 
dance programming more accessible, and blaze new 
employment pathways for tomorrow’s dance artists. 

NBS’ partnerships with organizations in education, 
health, research and the performing arts, who share 
the School’s commitment to equity, diversity and 
inclusion, are �nding new avenues for everyone to 
discover and pursue their fullest potential through 
dance.

Post the COVID-19 crisis point, NBS is embracing a 
renaissance of dance, offering more opportunities 
than ever to witness, learn from and be inspired by 
ballet’s ongoing evolution and the Olympic-calibre 
Professional Ballet Program students who are the 
voice of the art form’s future.

Despite these achievements, the demonstrated 
bene�ts of dance remain inaccessible to too many. 
Financial circumstance, geographic isolation, racial 
and cultural inequities, and other systemic barriers 
create areas of high and urgent need. 

This is a time of signi�cant potential, where capitalizing 
on these opportunities will catalyze meaningful, systemic 
change in how dance is taught, performed, witnessed 
and shared across Canada and around the world.

Why Dancing 
Opens Doors?
Over three years (2022-2024), the 
Dancing Opens Doors fundraising 
initiative will be the foundation of this 
growth. By directing donors’ 
generous contributions to thematic 
areas of high need and potential, and 
by sharing their impact through 
expansive storytelling and engaging 
events, Dancing Opens Doors 
showcases the many opportunities 
that dance creates, and makes more 
of those opportunities accessible 
across Canada and around the world. 



Dance is an art form that inspires through appreciation and participation. NBS 
facilitates both: from creating an extraordinary range of digital resources that help 
people of all ages and abilities fall in love with dance, to community dance 
programs that help more people see the dancer in themselves, to elite training that 
ensures a vibrant future of art and artists that inspire us all.

A donation to Inspire supports initiatives like, but not limited to:

Sharing Dance with People with Dementia �lm project: Through a new funding 
relationship with the Public Health Agency of Canada, NBS is helping address 
stigma associated with aging and dementia, and enhancing social inclusion, 
through a culture of dance. This professionally-produced �lm will trace the 
progress and outcomes of the project, with the goal of raising sensitive awareness 
about the value of dance for the quality of life and well-being of people with 
dementia.

The return of Assemblée Internationale: NBS’ renowned festival convening the 
world’s premier dance-training institutions returns, re-imagined and larger in scope 
and impact with an emphasis on collaboration, inclusion, knowledge exchange 
and relationship building, and with an educational focus on anti-Black racism.

“I love the gentle, lyrical movement, the imaginative programs, and the calm I 
get from doing these classes. I feel as though I have stretched and focused... 
I am so happy that this is not a Zoom offering, but one that we can return to 
whenever we can to repeat classes.” – Sharing Dance Older Adults app user

When we dance, we engage our brain, body and spirit in an activity unlike any 
other. And through dance, we have countless opportunities to engage with diverse 
communities, lived experiences, cultures and more.
 
Generous donations to Engage supported initiatives like, but not limited to:

An educational online program by youth, for youth: Through an online format, 
the Olympic-calibre dancers of NBS’ Professional Ballet and Company Life 
programs deliver engaging and inspiring dance presentations for school-aged 
children across Canada. The content is accompanied by a suite of 
curriculum-linked activities and lesson plans, helping educators make connections 
between dance and a wide range of subject matter.

Increasing access to the Sharing Dance Older Adults program: NBS 
developed the Sharing Dance Older Adults program in partnership with Baycrest 
Health Sciences to make the bene�ts of dance more accessible to older adults. 
Now, the Sharing Dance Older Adults app allows participants to stream or 
download engaging classes, led by NBS instructors, wherever they are. A donation 
helps make subscriptions to the app freely available. 

A partnership to advance equity priorities: NBS is partnering with the Dance 
Institute of Washington (DIW) to foster greater equity, diversity and inclusion and 
lead transformative change in the dance training sector. Donations helped to build 
a Canada/US student-exchange program between NBS and DIW, providing 
meaningful opportunities for pre-professional dancers to forge new connections, 
expand their training, and broaden their horizons in dance.

“Art has an amazing ability to heal, to connect... during COVID-19 my 
students need an outlet. To see [NBS] dance resources that give a sense of 
normalcy is amazing. To keep them motivated, to keep them excited about 
something new and to keep them inspired that there are beautiful things out 
there.” – Elementary school teacher & user of NBS’ digital resources for educators

Year 1-2022
Engage

Year 2-2023
Inspire



Year 3-2024
Lead

Dance fosters discovery, re�ection, artistic and personal growth that creates many 
opportunities to become leaders in our communities. Through a commitment to 
ongoing exchange and understanding, NBS strives to build leadership together 
with our dancers and partners.

A donation to Lead supports initiatives like, but not limited to:

Guest Artists creating new work for Spring Showcase: The dynamic and 
iteritive partnership between students in the Professional Ballet Program and a 
diverse selection of guests artists enables the creation of exciting new works that 
will be presented for a broad range of audiences including those attending the 
much anticipated Spring Showcase.

NBS LEAD—Leadership, Empowerment, Action, Dance: LEAD is a free 
workshop led by professional artists and community mentors that empowers 
young people who identify as women, two-spirit and/or genderqueer to take on 
leadership roles in their community. With dance as a foundation, the program 
helps young women make a difference and supports them in taking on leadership 
roles – now and into the future. Building off of the success of LEAD in previous 
years, 2024 will empower a new cohort of young women from across Canada to 
discover and explore their leadership potential through dance. 

“I learned how dance connects people... This program took different parts of 
my life that I value, intertwined them and showed me how I can make a 
difference.” – NBS LEAD Participant  

– June 4, 2022

Expand Your Impact through the All-New Canada’s National Ballet School’s BLOCK 
PARTY is Toronto’s premier event celebrating 
community and the power of diverse dance 
forms to enrich our lives.

An open house with a festival feel and 
family-friendly atmosphere, the Block Party 
welcomes more than 1,000 guests to NBS’ 
award-winning campus for a full day of pop-up 
performances, workshops, refreshments, and 
activities for people of all ages.

Free admission—made possible by the 
generosity of sponsors, partners and 
donors—makes the Block Party a true 
community hub for families, friends and 
neighbours. Watch the wrap video from the 
Block Party’s incredible inaugural year in 2022.

https://youtu.be/EpnqdvVHQLg


Participation Opportunities & Bene�ts

Dancing Opens Doors
Presenting Supporter

$300,000 over three years 

Bene�ts:

• Most prominent recognition 
throughout Dancing Opens 
Doors and Block Party initiatives

• 30 Block Party 
Supporter/Sponsor passes

• Opportunity to host a 
lunch/student observation 
(in-person or remote) with up to 
six guests

• Six complimentary tickets to 
Spring Showcase

• Invitation to Professional 
Ballet-Academic Program 
graduation dinner

• Charitable tax receipt for the 
allowable amount under CRA 
guidelines

Dancing Opens Doors
Lead Supporter/Sponsor

$150,000 over three years 

Bene�ts:

• Top tier recognition throughout 
Dancing Opens Doors and 
Block Party initiatives

• Lead Supporter/Sponsor 
Status of NBS’ Block Party, 
including promotion in all 
applicable promotional 
materials

• Block Party Supporter/Sponsor 
activation opportunity

• 30 Block Party 
Supporter/Sponsor passes

• Two NBS “lunch and learn” 
opportunities for employee 
and/or client engagement

Dancing Opens Doors
Community Champions

$55,000 over three years  

Bene�ts:

• Second tier recognition 
throughout Dancing Opens 
Doors and Block Party 
initiatives

• For corporate partners: 
Block Party sponsor 
activation opportunity 

• 10 Block Party Supporter/ 
Sponsor passes

• One NBS “lunch and learn” 
opportunity for employee 
and/or client engagement

• Charitable tax receipt for 
the allowable amount 
under CRA guidelines

Join Dancing
Opens Doors Today
Your donation will allow NBS 
and partners to go further than 
ever before in �nding new 
ways for dancing to make a 
difference for people of all 
ages, abilities and aspirations.

To donate or learn more about 
Dancing Opens Doors, contact:

Tessa Bulham
Chief of Advancement:
tbulham@nbs-enb.ca


